
EPISODE #241

“FURY”

An old friend returns with a decidedly unfriendly plot to destroy Voyager.

Voyager comes across a shuttle piloted by former crewmember Kes, and
Janeway beams her aboard.  In engineering, she draws power from the warp core,
killing B’Elanna in the process and then disappearing.  Suddenly, a younger Kes
reappears, but it is in the past.  Voyager has only been in the Delta Quadrant for 56
days.  The newest Kes makes her way to the Kes of the past and renders her
unconscious.  All the while, the crew is unaware that this evil Kes from the future is
onboard.

Vidian ships on Voyager’s sensors are suddenly gone, but space vacuoles lie
ahead.  Janeway plans to allow the ship to auto-navigate them through the danger.
Tuvok suggests they send the Delta Flyer to chart the course first, but the rest of the
crew doesn’t understand.  He senses something is wrong and even has visions of
Naomi Wildman, who isn’t born yet, but he isn’t sure of what he is experiencing.
Secretly, Kes sends an encrypted transmission to the Vidian leader offering tactical
data to help him ambush the ship in exchange for safe passage to her Okampan
home world.

When Tuvok shares his experience with Janeway, the Captain places him
under a continuous proximity scan.  She is even more alarmed when she learns that
Ensign Wildman is pregnant.  Soon, Tuvok’s hallucinations grow stronger until he
collapses.  Upon examination of the proximity scans, Janeway finds a surge of
tachyon particles, which are caused by temporal distortions.  Meanwhile, Voyager
comes under attack from the Vidian ship.

As the enemy ship attempts an access route through Voyager’s hull, Janeway
discovers the future Kes trying to escape with the unconscious Kes.  She explains
that in the future Janeway encouraged her to use her telepathic abilities to explore
space, but she wasn’t ready.  When Kes tried to return to Okampa, she had changed
too much and they didn’t accept her.  So she has come back to retrieve the past Kes,
who she knows her people will accept, and to change the future by destroying
Voyager.  After the two struggle, Janeway is left with no choice but to kill Kes.

It is the future again, and Voyager detects Kes’ distress signal.  This time,
Janeway and Tuvok remember what to do.  After evacuating Deck 11 and raising the
ship’s shields, Janeway allows Kes to beam aboard.  They shut down the warp core,
and Kes is confronted with a holographic message of herself she taped after the last
incident.  Once she realizes her decision to leave Voyager was her own and that
Janeway isn’t the enemy, she agrees to return to Okampa, believing people will
accept her for who she is.
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CAPTAIN KATHRYN JANEWAY KATE MULGREW
CHAKOTAY ROBERT BELTRAN
B’ELANNA TORRES ROXANN DAWSON
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NEELIX ETHAN PHILLIPS
THE DOCTOR ROBERT PICARDO
TUVOK TIM RUSS
SEVEN OF NINE JERI RYAN
HARRY KIM GARRETT WANG

ALSO STARRING
JENNIFER LIEN

GUEST STARRING

NANCY HOWER
NAOMI WILDMAN SCARLETT POMERS

VAUGHN ARMSTRONG
JOSH CLARK

Teleplay by: BRYAN FULLER &
MICHAEL TAYLOR

Story by: RICK BERMAN &
BRANNON BRAGA

Directed by: JOHN BRUNO

HIGHLIGHT LISTING

STAR TREK: VOYAGER: “Fury”—An old friend returns with a decidedly unfriendly
plot to destroy Voyager.

ADVERTISING HEADLINE

OLD FRIENDS, NEW ENEMIES
A score to settle in the future
exacts revenge in the past.


